"Be The Love"
By Karen Palmer

There's a message waiting to be told.
And this message is for the young and old.
Quietly, we witness your fears.
Go ahead and trust now, know that love is here.

Be the love that you know is true.
Share that love in everything you do.
There's a message burning in your heart
Listen clearly, it's giving a new start

The stars above us remind us of this
We ought to share it all
The stars above us, really are us
they keep us knowing that we should share it all

We're drowning in our sleep
We have our hearts inside of our hands
and we can play them for keep
The stars above us remind us of this
We ought to share it all
The stars above us, really are us
they keep us knowing that we should share it all

Love is endless, timeless and available to all
Love, begins with me and fills my heart
I have so much love to share it flows everywhere
This love will heal the world and awakens everyone.